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Abstract
The Green–Schwarz superstring action is modified to include some set of ad-
ditional (on-shell trivial) variables. A complete constraints system of the theory
turns out to be reducible both in the original and in additional variable sectors.
The initial 8s first class constraints and 8c second class ones are shown to be unified
with 8c first and 8s second class constraints from the additional variables sector,
resulting with SO(1, 9)-covariant and linearly independent constraint sets. Residual
reducibility proves to fall on second class constraints only.
PACS codes: 04.60.Ds, 11.30.Pb
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1 Introduction
The general recipe of covariant quantization of dynamical systems subject to reducible first
and second class constraints was developed in Refs. 1–3. “Ghosts for ghosts” mechanism
[1, 2] was proposed to balance correct dynamics on the one hand and manifest covariance
on the another. Application of the scheme turned out to be remarkably successful for
certain cases. The antisymmetric tensor field [1], chiral superparticle [4], high superspin
theories [5] seem to be the most interesting examples.
However, in the general case there may arise an infinite tower of extra ghost vari-
ables, what makes the expression for effective action formal. The superparticle [6] and
superstring [7] models appeared to be the first (and, actually, the most important) ex-
amples of such a kind. A complete constraints system of the theories in the Hamiltonian
formalism includes fermionic constraints1 which, being a mixture of 8 first class and 8
second class ones (8s and 8c-representations of SO(8)-little group respectively), lie in the
∗E-mail: deriglaz@phys.tsu.tomsk.su;galajin@phys.tsu.tomsk.su
1We discuss mostly N = 1, D = 10 case for that covariant quantization is the principal problem.
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minimal spinor representation of the Lorentz group. The latter fact means that covariant
irreducible separation of the constraints is impossible in the original phase space [8]. How-
ever, one can realize reducible split by making use of covariant projectors known for the
superparticles [9–11] and superstring [12]. Introduction of 16 covariant primary ghosts
to the (reducible) first class constraints implies 16 secondary ones etc. There arises an
infinite tower of extra ghost variables. The Lagrangian analog of the situation is infinitely
reducible Siegel symmetry [13], with spinor parameters from which only half is essential
on-shell. Note that within the framework of the alternative twistor-harmonic approach
[14], the fermionic constraints can be separated in covariant and irreducible manner due
to the “bridge nature” of the harmonic variables. This formalism, however, is essentially
Hamiltonian and the reparametrization invariance of the original Green–Schwarz theory
turns out to be broken in the modified version [14].
Reformulation of the BFV-procedure which do not involve explicit separation of con-
straints was presented in Refs. 15–17. However, as was shown in Ref. 11, application of
the scheme for concrete models may conflict with manifest Poincare´ covariance.
In this paper we propose an alternative approach to the infinitely reducible constraints
problem of D = 10, N = 1 Green–Schwarz superstring (GSS). The basic idea is to intro-
duce additional pure gauge fermionic degrees of freedom subject to reducible constraints
like that of the GSS. We choose these constraints to be a pair of Majorana–Weyl spinors
with the following structure:2
(i) The first of them is a mixture of 8 first class and 8 second class constraints, which
are required to lie in 8c and 8s irreducible representations of SO(8) group, respectively.
(ii) The second spinor contains only 8 linearly-independent components being second
class constraints.
Splitting further all the fermionic constraints of the problem in covariant and reducible
manner (by making use of covariant projectors [11, 12]) one can combine the original
fermionic first class constraints of the GSS with the first class ones from the additional
variables sector into one irreducible set (what corresponds to 8¯s ⊕ 8c-representation of
SO(8) or Majorana-Weyl spinor of SO(1, 9). Analogously, the second class constraints
from the additional variables sector can be unified with the original second class ones
resulting with covariant and irreducible constraint. For the model concerned, the resulting
constraint system turns out to be completely equivalent to the initial one. Thus, the
reducible fermionic first class constraints of the GSS become irreducible in the modified
theory. The infinite tower of extra ghost variables, that corresponds to the first class
constraints in the original formulation of the superstring, will no appear in the new version.
The Lagrangian which reproduce the scheme described above is our main result.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 the Green-Schwarz action is modified to
include some set of additional variables. The local symmetries of the model are investi-
gated. A complete canonical analysis of the theory is carried out in subsec. 3.1. Classical
equivalence of the modified and original superstrings is established in subsec. 3.2. We do
this by imposing gauge conditions for all first class constraints in the problem. Dynamics
in the physical variables sector proves to coincide with that of the GSS. Note that all the
2The total number of constraints is sufficient to suppress just one canonical pair of variables.
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gauge conditions can be imposed in covariant manner, excepting the standard light-cone
gauge conditions corresponding to the super-Virasoro constraints. In Sec. 4 explicitly
covariant separation of the constraints is realized. The infinitely reducible first class con-
straints problem is resolved. Concluding remarks are presented in Sec. 5. Appendix A
contains our conventions and a brief description of SO(8)-formalism used in the work.
Appendix B includes essential Poisson brackets of the constraints involved.
2 Action and local symmetries
The action functional to be examined is of the form
S = SGS + Sadd, (1)
where
SGS =
∫
dτdσ
{
− 1
4πα′
√−ggαβΠmαΠmβ − 1
2πα′
ǫαβ∂αX
miΘΓm∂βΘ
}
,
Sadd =
∫
dτdσ
{
− 1
2
ǫαβΛm(∂αA
m
β − ∂βAmα−
− ∂αΘΓmχβ + i∂βΘΓmχα + iχαΓmχβ)− ΦΛ2
}
,
and Πmα ≡ ∂αXm − iΘΓm∂αΘ, √−g ≡
√− det gαβ. The first term in Eq. (1) is the
Green-Schwarz action [7], the second term is the action of additional variables. All the
variables are treated on equal footing. The Latin indices are designed for target manifold
tensors, the Greek ones are set for worldsheet tensors (for instance, χAα is D = 10 Lorentz
spinor and D = 2 worldsheet vector). Statistics of the fields corresponds to their tensor
structure, i.e., Xm, gαβ, Amα, Λ
m, Φ are bosons, while ΘA, χAα are fermions. The matrix
ǫαβ is chosen in the form ǫαβ = −ǫβα, ǫ01 = −1.
Since the Sadd contains only derivatives of the Θ, the modified superstring is invariant
under standard global supersymmetry transformations.
Local symmetries of the theory, except the standard reparametrizations of worldsheet
and the Weyl transformations, include a modification of the Siegel transformations3
δkΘ = 2iΠmαΓ˜
mk−α,
δkX
m = iΘΓmδkΘ,
δk(
√−ggαβ) = 16√−gP−αγ(∂γΘk−β), (2)
δkχα = ∂α(δkΘ),
δkA
m
α = iΘΓ
m∂α(δkΘ),
where
P±αβ ≡ 1
2
(
gαβ ± ǫ
αβ
√−g
)
, k− ≡ P−k,
3To check k-invariance of the action it is necessary to use to the Fierz identity Γm
A(BΓ
m
CD) = 0 and
the property of the P± projectors: P±αγP±βσ = P±βγP±ασ. Note as well that the k-symmetry is
reducible. The following transformation of parameters k′β = kβ+ΠnγΓ
nP−γσκσβ , with the κσβ being an
arbitrary function, does not change Eq. (2) (modulo equations of motion), what means linear dependence
of generators of the transformations.
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and a set of new symmetries acting on the additional variables subspace. Here we list
them with brief comments.
There is a pair of bosonic symmetries with D = 10 vector ξm and D = 2 vector µα
parameters
δξA
m
α = ∂αξ
m, (3)
δµA
m
α = Λ
mµα,
δµΦ = −1
2
ǫαβ∂αµβ,
(4)
which mean that the fields Amα and Φ may be gauged away. Note that the system (3),
(4) is reducible. This can easily be seen by taking ξm = Λmν, µβ = ∂βν, where ν is
an arbitrary function. With such a choice (δξ − δµ)|on−shell ≡ 0, what means functional
dependence of generators of the transformations. In addition to the transformations (3)
and (4) the action (1) possesses the following fermionic symmetries
δs+χα = ΛnΓ˜
ns+α,
δs+Φ = ǫ
αβi(∂αΘ− χα)s+β, (5)
δs−χα = ΛnΓ˜
ns−α,
δs−Φ = iǫ
αβ(∂αΘ− χα)s−β. (6)
The symmetries (5) and (6) are reducible. The transformation of parameters, under which
Eqs. (5) and (6) are invariant (modulo equations of motion), is of the form
s′α = sα + ΛnΓ
n
κα
with an arbitrary κα. It is interesting to note that the reducible symmetries (2) and (6)
can be replaced by one irreducible symmetry if one supposes that (ΛΠα)
2 6= 0. Actually,
consider the following transformation
δωΘ = 2iΠmαΓ˜
mω−α,
δωX
m = iΘΓmδωΘ,
δω(
√−ggαβ) = 16√−gP−αγ(∂γΘω−β),
δωχα = ∂α(δωΘ) + ΛmΓ˜
mω−α,
δωA
m
α = iΘΓ
m∂α(δωΘ),
δωΦ = iǫ
αβ(∂αΘ− χα)ω−β,
(7)
which is a formal sum of Eqs. (2) and (6) with k− = s− ≡ ω−. Two remarks concern-
ing this symmetry are relevant. First, it is straightforward to check that there is no a
transformation of parameters which leaves Eq. (7) invariant, i.e., all 16 parameters are
effective on-shell. Secondly, the original k− and s− transformations (each of them has 8
essential parameters on-shell) can be extracted from Eq. (7) by taking
ω1β =
1
(ΛΠ)2
(ΛΠσ)P
+σγΛnΓ
nΓ˜mΠmγkβ,
ω2β =
1
(ΛΠ)2
(ΛΠσ)P
+σγΠnγΓ
nΓ˜mΛmsβ.
(8)
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Equations of motion for the theory (1) are of the form
ΠmαΠmβ =
1
2
gαβg
γδΠmγΠmδ,
∂β(
√−ggβα∂αXm + 2√−gP−βαiΘΓm∂αΘ) = 0,
ΠmαΓ
mP−αβ∂βΘ = 0;
(9.a)
Λ2 = 0,
ǫαβ(∂αA
m
β − ∂βAmα − i∂αΘΓmχβ+
+i∂βΘΓ
mχα + iχαΓ
mχβ) + 4ΦΛ
m = 0,
∂αΛm = 0,
i(χα − ∂αΘ)ΓmΛm = 0.
(9.b)
Note that equations (9a) are just the Green–Schwarz superstring equations. In the light-
cone gauge this system reduces to ✷X i = 0, ∂−Θ
a = 0, where i and a are, respectively,
vector and spinor indices of SO(8) group. It turns out that there are no more dynamical
degrees of freedom in the question. We will prove this fact in the next section by passing
to the Hamiltonian formalism and imposing all gauge conditions.
3 Canonical formalism
3.1 Dirac procedure
Denoting momenta conjugate to the variables4 (Xm, ΘB, N , N1, g
11, Λm, Amα, χ
B
α, Φ)
as (πm, PθB, PN , PN1 , Pg, πΛm, πAm
α, P αχB, πΦ) one gets
πm =
1
2πα′
( 1
N
Πm0 − N1
N
Πm1 + iΘΓm∂1Θ
)
,
L˜ ≡ Pθ + iΘΓm
(
πm +
1
2πα′
Πm1
)
− iχ1ΓmΛm ≈ 0;
πΛm ≈ 0, πAm0 ≈ 0, πAm1 − Λm ≈ 0, (10)
Pχ
0 ≈ 0, Pχ1 ≈ 0, πΦ ≈ 0,
PN ≈ 0, PN1 ≈ 0, Pg ≈ 0,
where ∂1 ≡ ∂/∂σ. The first equation in Eq. (10) determines ∂0Xm as a function of the
other canonical variables. The remaining equations are primary constraints.
The canonical Hamiltonian is given by
H =
∫
dσ
{
N1(πˆΠ1) +N
1
2
(
2πα′πˆ2 +
1
2πα′
Π1
2
)
−
−A0∂1Λ + i(χ1 − ∂1Θ)ΓmΛmχ0 + ΦΛ2 + L˜λθ+
4Within the framework of canonical formalism it is useful to make an invertible change of variables
[33]
g00, g01, g11 → N = − 1√−gg00 , N1 = −
g01
g00
, g11,
where
√−g = √− det gαβ . In terms of the new variables finding of secondary constraints becomes
evident.
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+PNλN + PN1λN1 + Pgλg + πΛλ1 + πA
0λ2+
+(πA
1 − Λ)λ3 + Pχ0λ4 + Pχ1λ5 + πΦλ6
}
, (11)
where
πˆn ≡ πn − 1
2πα′
iΘΓn∂1Θ
and λθ, λN , λN1, λg, λ1 − λ6 are Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the primary con-
straints. The preservation in time of the primary constraints implies the secondary ones
πˆmΠ
m
1 ≈ 0, 1
2
(
2πα′πˆ2 +
1
2πα′
Π1
2
)
≈ 0,
Λ2 ≈ 0, (χ1 − ∂1Θ)ΓmΛn ≈ 0, (12)
∂1Λ
m ≈ 0,
and conditions on the Lagrange multipliers
λ1
m = 0, (13.a)
λ3m = −iχ1Γmλθ + ∂1Am 0 + i(χ1 − ∂1Θ)Γmχ0 + 2ΦπAm1, (13.b)
πAm
1Γm(λθ − χ0) = 0, (13.c)
2iΓm
(
πˆm +
1
2πα′
Πm 1
)
(λθ − (N +N1)∂1θ)−
−iΓmπAm1(λ5 − ∂1χ0) = 0. (13.d)
Equations (13.c) and (13.d) are sufficient to determine λθ. Actually, multiplying Eq.
(13.c) by Γ˜n
(
πˆn +
1
2piα′
Πn 1
)
and Eq. (13.d) by Γ˜nπAn
1 and then taking the sum one gets
λθ =
1
2πA1
(
πˆ + 1
2piα′
Π1
){Γ˜n(πˆn + 1
2πα′
Πn 1
)
ΓmπAm
1χ0+
+Γ˜mπAm
1Γn
(
πˆn +
1
2πα′
Πn1
)
(N +N1)∂1Θ
}
(14)
provided that πA
1
(
πˆ+ 1
2piα′
Π1
)
6= 0 on-shell. The latter condition can always be realized by
choosing appropriate gauge fixing conditions and initial data to the equations of motion.5
Inserting further Eq. (14) into Eq. (13.d) one finds
πAn
1Γn(λ5 − ∂1χ0) = 0. (15)
Equation (15) determines half of the λ5, that can easily be seen by passing to the SO(8)-
formalism. In SO(8)-notations the condition (15) reads (see Appendix A)
(λ5a˙ − ∂1χ0a˙)− 1√
2πA+1
γia˙aπAi
1(λ5a − ∂1χ0a) = 0.
5The constraints ∂1piAn
1 ≈ 0, (piA1)2 ≈ 0 together with the equation of motion ∂0piAn1 = 0 imply
piAm
1 = nm, where nm is a constant null-vector (initial data). Choosing the initial data to be n
m =
(n0, 0, . . . , 0, n0), n0 6= 0, and imposing standard light-cone gauge conditions (see subsec. 3.2) X− =
α′τp−, pi− = 12pip
−, where p− 6= 0 is a complete momentum of the superstring, one gets
piA
1
(
pˆi +
1
2piα′
Π1
)
= − 1
2pi
n+
(
p− − 2
α′
iθΓ−∂1θ
)
6= 0.
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It is straightforward to check further the primary constraints are identically conserved in
time if Eqs. (12) and (13) hold. Thus, there are no more constraints in the problem.
To separate the original constraints of the theory into first and second class, consider
the equivalent constraints system
πΛn ≈ 0, Λn − πAn1 ≈ 0, (16.a)
πAn
0 ≈ 0, πΦ ≈ 0,
Pχ
0 ≈ 0, PN ≈ 0,
PN1 ≈ 0, Pg ≈ 0,
(πA
1)2 ≈ 0, ∂1πAn1 ≈ 0,
(16.b)
πˆnΠ
n
1 + L∂1Θ ≈ 0, 1
2
(
2πα′πˆ2 +
1
2πα′
Π1
2
)
+ L∂1Θ ≈ 0, (16.c)
L ≡ Pθ + iΘΓm
(
πm +
1
2πα′
Πm1
)
− i∂1ΘΓmπAm1 − ∂1Pχ1 ≈ 0, (16.d)
Pχ
1 ≈ 0, (χ1 − ∂1Θ)ΓnπAn1 ≈ 0. (16.e)
The constraints (16.a) are second class. The constraints system (16.b), (16.c) is first
class. Among 16 fermionic constraints (16.d) half is first class and another half is second
class (see Sec. 4). Analogously, the first equation in Eq. (16.e) contains 8 first class
and 8 second class constraints while the latter implies 8 linearly independent second
class constraints (see Sec. 4). The essential Poisson brackets of the constraints (16) are
gathered in the Appendix B.
Note that among 1+10 constraints (πA
1)2 ≈ 0, ∂1πAn1 ≈ 0 only 10 are functionally
independent as a consequence of the identity ∂1(πA
1)2 − 2πAn1∂1πAn1 ≡ 0. Independent
constraints can be extracted in the light-cone basis as follows:
πA
−1 − 1
2πA+1
πA
i1πAi
1 ≈ 0, ∂1πA+1 ≈ 0, ∂1πAi1 ≈ 0.
As was mentioned above, it is impossible to separate 8 first and 8 second class constraints,
being combined in the L, in covariant and irreducible manner. For the model concerned,
covariant projectors into first and second class constraints are constructed in Sec. 4.
An explicit counting the degrees of freedom shows that there are 16 bosonic and
8 fermionic phase space degrees of freedom in the model that just coincides with the
number of degrees of freedom in the Green–Schwarz theory. Note as well that, after use
of the Dirac algorithm, there remained 1+2+10+1 bosonic and 16+8 fermionic undefined
Lagrange multipliers. Since the local symmetries, considered in Sec. 2, have just this
number of parameters being independent on-shell, we conclude that they exhaust all the
essential Lagrangian symmetries of the model.
3.2 Gauge fixing and physical dynamics
In imposing gauge fixing conditions two criteria should be satisfied [18]. First, the Poisson
bracket of original first class constraints and gauges must be an invertible matrix when
restricted to constraints and gauges surface. Secondly, gauge conditions are to be consis-
tent with equations of motion, i.e., there must no appear new constraints from condition
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of preservation in time of the gauges.6 With this remark, consider first gauge conditions
fixing all the undefined Lagrange multipliers in the theory. The following equations:
N ≈ 1, N1 ≈ 0, g11 ≈ 1, Am0 ≈ 0, Φ ≈ 1/2, (17.a)
χ0 ≈ 0, (χ1 − ∂1Θ)Γn
(
πˆn +
1
2πα′
Πn1
)
≈ 0 (17.b)
prove to be suitable for this goal. Preservation in time of the gauges (17) yields
λN = 0, λN1 = 0, λg = 0,
λ2
m = 0, λ6 = 0, λ4 = 0,
(18)
and
(λ5 − ∂1λθ)Γn
(
πˆn +
1
2πα′
Πn1
)
+ (χ1 − ∂1Θ)Γn
( 2
πα′
i∂1ΘΓnλθ+
+∂1
(
πˆn +
1
2πα′
Πn1
))
= 0. (19)
Taking into account that the constraint (χ1 − ∂1Θ)ΓnπAn1 ≈ 0 together with the gauge
(χ1 − ∂1Θ)Γn
(
πˆn +
1
2piα′
Πn1
)
≈ 0 imply
χ1 − ∂1Θ ≈ 0, (20)
while Eqs. (13.c), (15), (16.b), and (19) mean
λ5 − ∂1λθ = 0 (21)
one concludes that all the Lagrange multipliers have been fixed. In the gauge chosen, the
canonical variables (N,PN), (N1, PN1), (g
11, Pg), (A
m
0, πAm
0), (χ0, Pχ
0), (χ1, Pχ
1), (Φ, πΦ)
are unphysical and may be dropped after introducing the corresponding Dirac bracket.
Consider now gauge conditions to the remaining first class constraints.
(i) (Θ, Pθ)-sector. There are 8 first class constraints being nontrivially combined with
8 second class ones in Eq. (16.d). In this case one can adopt the condition
ΓnπAn
1Θ ≈ 0 (22)
or in the SO(8)-formalism (we write out only linearly independent part of Eq. (22))
Θa˙ − 1√
2πA+1
γia˙aΘaπAi
1 ≈ 0. (23)
Because ΓnπAn
1λθ ≈ 0 (see Eq. (14)) the gauge (22) is consistent with the equations
of motion. It is straightforward to check as well that the Poisson bracket of the first
class constraints being contained in the L with the gauge (23) is an invertible matrix.
After gauge fixing, the only dynamical variables in the sector are Θa. Taking into
account that in the gauge chosen Eq. (14) takes the form
λθ = ∂1Θ (24)
6In the general case one can admit new constraints if they will further be treated as gauge conditions
for some of the original first class constraints.
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one concludes that physical dynamics of the superstring (1) in the odd-variables
sector is described by
∂0Θa = ∂1Θa
or
∂−Θa = 0, a = 1, . . . , 8, (25)
just as in the Green-Schwarz model.
(ii) (Am1, πAm
1)-sector. The constraints to be discussed are of the form
(πA
1)2 ≈ 0, ∂1πAm1 ≈ 0. (26)
The equations of motion in the sector read
∂0A˜
m
1 = 0, ∂0π˜A
m1 = 0, (27)
where canonical transformation
Am1 → A˜m1 = Am1 − τπAm1, πAm1 → π˜m1A = πAm1
has been made. Imposing then the following gauge condition to Eq. (26)
A˜m1 ≈ 0
one concludes that there are no physical degrees of freedom in the sector.
(iii) (Xm, πm)-sector. There are super-Virasoro constraints (16.c) and equations of mo-
tion
∂0X
m = 2πα′πm, ∂0π
m =
1
2πα′
∂1∂1X
m. (28)
In this case one can impose the standard light-cone gauges [19]
X− = α′τp−, π− =
1
2π
p− (29)
where p− is the complete momentum of the superstring. It is easy to check that the
conditions (29) are consistent with Eq. (28). Making use of Eq. (16.c) to express
the variables X+ and π+ as functions of other variables and taking into account the
gauges (29) one can conclude that the physical dynamics in the sector is described
by
∂0X
i = 2πα′πi, ∂0π
i =
1
2πα′
∂1∂1X
i (30)
or eliminating the πi
✷X i = 0, i = 1, . . . , 8. (31)
Thus, physical dynamics of the superstring (1) is determined by Eqs. (25) and (31),
what just coincides with the Green-Schwarz superstring dynamics.
9
4 Covariant separation of constraints. Resolving the
infinitely reducible first class constraints problem
In the previous sections we have modified the GSS so as to include a set of additional pure
gauge variables. In the extended phase space covariant separation of constraints present
no a special problem. Actually, consider the following constraints system:
πAn
1Γ˜nPχ
1 ≈ 0, (32.a)
bnΓ˜
nPχ
1 ≈ 0, (χ1 − ∂1Θ)ΓnπAn1 ≈ 0, (32.b)
bnΓ˜
nL ≈ 0, (32.c)
πAn
1Γ˜nL ≈ 0, (32.d)
where bn ≡ πˆn + 1
2piα′
Πn1, that is completely equivalent to Eqs. (16.e) and (16.d) due
to the condition (bπA
1) 6= 0 (see subsec. 3.1). Passing to the SO(8)-formalism it is
straightforward to check now that Eq. (32.a) includes 8 linearly independent first class
constraints; Eq. (32.b) contains 8+8 independent second class ones; Eqs. (32.c) and (32.d)
imply 8 first class and 8 second class constraints, respectively. For instance, rewriting Eqs.
(32.a) and (32.b) into SO(8) formalism one gets (see Appendix A)
νa ≡
√
2πA
+1Pχa
1 + πAi
1γiaa˙Pχa˙
1 ≈ 0, (33.a)
ϕa˙ ≡
√
2b−Pχa˙
1 + biγ
i
a˙aPχa
1 ≈ 0, (33.b)
ψa˙ ≡
√
2πA
+1(χ1a˙ − ∂1Θa˙)− (χ1a − ∂1Θa)γiaa˙πAi1 ≈ 0. (33.c)
Evaluating then the Poisson brackets of the constraints
{ϕa˙, ψb˙} ≈ 2b−πA+1
(
δa˙b˙ −
1
2b−πA+1
biγ
i
a˙cγ
j
cb˙
πAj
1
)
≡ ∆a˙b˙, (34)
(all other brackets vanish7), and taking into account that the matrix in the right hand
side of Eq. (34) is invertible
∆∆˜ = 1, ∆˜a˙b˙ = −
1
2(bπA1)
(
δa˙b˙ −
1
2b−πA+1
πAi
1γia˙cγ
j
cb˙
bj
)
(35)
one concludes that the constraint νa is first class, while ϕa˙ and ψb˙ are second class.
Analogous calculations can be performed for the constraints (32.c) and (32.d). Thus, the
constraint system (16.a)–(16.e) can be covariantly splitted into first and second class.
Let us now discuss Eqs. (32). The remarkable observation is that the reducible first
class constraints (32.a), (32.c) (reducible second class constraints (32.d) and the first
equation in Eq. (32.b)) can be combined to form irreducible constraints set. Actually,
consider the constraints system
πAn
1Γ˜nPχ
1 + bnΓ˜
nL ≈ 0, (36.a)
bnΓ˜
nPχ
1 + πAn
1Γ˜nL ≈ 0, (36.b)
(χ1 − ∂1Θ)ΓnπAn1 ≈ 0, (36.c)
7Note that the constraints νa ≈ 0 and ϕa˙ ≈ 0 are equivalent to Pχa1 ≈ 0, Pχa˙1 ≈ 0 due to Eq. (35).
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which is completely equivalent to the original one (Eqs. (16.d) and (16.e)) due to the
constraints b2 ≈ 0, (πA1)2 ≈ 0. The constraints (36.a) are first class and linearly indepen-
dent. Analogously, the constraints (36.b) are second class and irreducible. The remaining
constraints (36.c) are second class and reducible.
Thus, in the modified version (1) of the superstring, the fermionic first class constraints
form irreducible set. They will require only 16 covariant ghost variables (and 16 conjugate
momenta) in constructing the BRST-charge. The infinite tower of extra ghost variables,
that appeared for the GSS, will no arise in the modified model (the remaining reducible
first class constraints (πA
1)2 ≈ 0, ∂1πAn1 ≈ 0 are first stage of reducibility and can be
taken into account along the standard lines [1–3]).
Note that the operators extracting the first and second class constraints from the initial
mixed constraints system are not strict projectors. For instance, ΓnbnΓ˜
mbm = b
2 ≈ 0. In
certain cases [11], however, it is more convenient to deal with the first and second class
constraints which were extracted by means of strict projectors. For the model concerned
the suitable projectors are of the form
P± =
1
2
(1±K), K = 1
2
√
(bπA1)2 − b2(πA1)2
Γ˜[nΓm]bnπAm
1. (37)
In terms of the operators covariant (redundant) split of the constraints looks as follows:
L− ≈ 0, Pχ+1 ≈ 0 − first class,
L+ ≈ 0, Pχ−1 ≈ 0 − second class,
where L± ≡ LP±, Pχ±1 ≡ Pχ1P±. Generalization of Eqs. (36.a)–(36.c) reads
L− + Pχ
+1 ≈ 0,
L+ + Pχ
−1 ≈ 0, (38)
(χ1 − ∂1Θ)ΓnπAn1 ≈ 0.
5 Final remarks
In this work the infinitely reducible first class constraints problem of the original GSS has
been resolved. However, there still remains (infinitely) reducible second class constraints
in the question. As is known, within the framework of the standard BFV-formalism first
and second class constraints are treated in different manner. First class constraints con-
tribute to the BRST-charge while second class ones appear in the path integral measure [3,
20]. In this sense, the problem of covariant quantization of the GSS reduces to construct-
ing a correct integral measure for the theory (1). The weak Dirac bracket construction
[11] appears to be suitable for this goal and this work is in progress now.
Note as well that the proposed techniques can be directly applied to modification of
the superparticle (and superstring) due to Siegel [21, 22]. In that case, there are only 8
linearly independent fermionic first class constraints in the initial formulation, and use of
the scheme will lead to the system with all fermionic constraints being irreducible. After
this, covariant quantization is straightforward and the results will be present elsewhere.
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Appendix A
In this paper we use generalized notations in which two inequivalent minimal spinor rep-
resentations of the Lorentz group (right-handed and left-handed Majorana–Weyl spinors)
are distinguished by position of its indices. We set lower index for the right-handed spinor
ψA, (A = 1, . . . , 16) and upper index for the left-handed one ψ
A. The generalized 16× 16
Dirac matrices are real, symmetric, obeying the standard algebra
ΓmΓ˜n + ΓnΓ˜m = 2ηmn, ηnm = diag (−,+, . . .). (A.1)
In analyzing the constraint systems of the superparticle, superstring models it is useful to
represent a Majorana–Weyl spinor of SO(1, 9)-group as a Majorana one of SO(8)-group
ΨA = (ψa, ψ¯a˙), a, a˙ = 1, . . . , 8, (A.2)
where indices a, a˙ label two inequivalent minimal spinor representations of SO(8) group
(8c- and 8s-representations, respectively). This correspondence becomes evident in the
following basis of the Γ-matrices
Γ0 =
(
18 0
0 18
)
, Γ˜0 =
( −18 0
0 −18
)
,
Γi =
(
0 γiaa˙
γia˙a 0
)
, Γ˜i =
(
0 γiaa˙
γia˙a 0
)
,
Γ9 =
(
18 0
0 −18
)
, Γ˜9 =
(
18 0
0 −18
)
,
(A.3)
where the γiaa˙, γ
i
a˙a ≡ (γiaa˙)T are SO(8) γ-matrices [19]
γiaa˙γ
j
a˙b + γ
j
aa˙γ
i
a˙b = 2δ
ijδab, i = 1, . . . , 8. (A.4)
Let now bn be a light-like vector
−2b+b− + bibi = b2 = 0. (A.5)
The useful observation is that under the assumption (A.5) the equation
bn(Γ˜
nψ)A = 0 (A.6)
determines only 8-linearly independent conditions.
Actually, rewriting Eq. (A.6) in the SO(8) formalism one gets
√
2b+ψa + biγ
i
aa˙ψ¯a˙ = 0, (A.7a)√
2b−ψ¯a˙ + biγ
i
a˙aψa = 0, (A.7b)
By virtue of Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5), the Eq. (A.7b) is a consequence of Eq. (A.7a),
provided that the standard light-cone assumption b+ 6= 0 has been made.
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Appendix B
In this Appendix we list the essential Poisson brackets of the constraints (16.a)–(16.e):
{LA, LB} = 2iΓnAB
(
πˆn +
1
2πα′
Πn1
)
δ(σ − σ′);
{LA, πˆΠ1} = −2i(Γn∂1Θ)A
(
πˆn +
1
2πα′
Πn1
)
δ(σ − σ′);{
LA,
1
2
(
2πα′πˆ2 +
1
2πα′
Π1
2
)}
=
= −2i(Γn∂1Θ)A
(
πˆn +
1
2πα′
Πn1
)
δ(σ − σ′);
{πˆΠ1, πˆΠ1} = 2πˆΠ1(σ)∂σδ + ∂1(πˆΠ1)δ;{
πˆΠ1,
1
2
(
2πα′πˆ2 +
1
2πα′
Π1
2
)}
=
(
2πα′πˆ2 +
1
2πα′
Π1
2(σ)∂σδ+
+∂1
(1
2
(
2πα′πˆ2 +
1
2πα′
Π1
2
))
δ;{1
2
(
2πα′πˆ2 +
1
2πα′
Π1
2
)
,
1
2
(
2πα′πˆ2 +
1
2πα′
Π1
2
)}
=
= 2(πˆΠ1)(σ)∂σδ + ∂1(πˆΠ1)δ.
(B.1)
In obtaining Eq. (B.1) the Fierz identity
(Γnψ)A(Γnϕ)B + (Γ
nψ)B(Γnϕ)A = Γ
n
AB(ϕΓnψ) (B.2)
and the standard properties of the δ-function
∂σδ = −∂σ′δ,
F (σ′)∂σδ = ∂σF (σ)δ + F (σ)∂σδ
(B.3)
have been used.
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